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08:30—08:40 �Um` ��

08:40—09:20
&X�:�Um

eqBjÁ Solutions of Two Finite q-difference Equations and Their Applications

eq�Á�y«

eq¯�ÁIn this talk we consider two finite q-difference equations. As main results, 
we not only find a general solution for each equation but also show its solution is 
unique in the sense of hypergeometric term. As applications, some q-operator 
identities are established. Finally, we apply these operator formulas to some well 
known summation formulas of q-series, thereby obtaining some new q-series 
identities.

09:30—10:10
&X�:�Um

eqBjÁA New Upper Bound on Minimum Balanced Bipartitions

eq�Á�¶

eq¯�ÁGiven a graph, we use its adjacency matrix to express the number of edge 
cuts of a balanced bipartition, and obtain a new upper bound on minimum balanced 
bipartitions. Moreover, for a planar graph, if the number of edges is less than twice of 
the number of vertices, then there exists a balanced bipartition such that the number of 
edge cuts is no more than the number of vertices.

10:20—11:00
&X�:�Um

eqBjÁModular Invariant Theory: a proof of Bannafe-Kemper's conjecture

eq�Á¤�

eq¯�ÁThe purpose of this talk is to give a quick introduction to modular invariant 
theory of finite classical groups through a proof of Bannfe-Kemper's conjecture.



11:00—11:50
&X�:�Um

eqBjÁOn ω-Lie Algebras

eq�ÁO¨¸

eq¯�ÁThe notion of ω-Lie algebra was introduced by Nurowski in 2007, closed to 
the study of isoparametric hypersufaces in Riemannian geometry and application to 
mathematical physics. In this talk I will present recent development on finite-
dimensional complex ω-Lie algebras in terms of an algebraic point of view, including 
the classification of low-dimensional ω-Lie algebras and their representations. 

12:00—13:30 k�

13:30—14:10
&X�:�¦9

eqBjÁ@�MR©;

eq�Átz�

eq¯�Á*eq¥¬�0@�MR©;�6�ªp, J5��N	��%K¥¬�@
�MR©;���:�: ��6+ Erdös �Nešetřil\��6+@�MR;Z�?���
���; 1�6+k- ]@�MR©;���; ��6+L,@�MR©;���; N�
6+#	@�i�MR©;���.

14:20—15:00
&X�:�¦9

eqBjÁNormalizers and Automizers of F-Residuals

eq�Áº£

eq¯�ÁIn this talk, we give a generalized norm of F-residuals in finite group, and 
some interesting results are generalized, also a new size of nilpotent residual in finite 
group is obtianed, otherwise, we give an equivalent condition of F-group by the 
automizer of F-residuals in finite group.

15:10—15:50
&X�:º£

eqBjÁUnit Cayley Graphs of Rings 

eq�Á�¢³

eq¯�Á��&�����R�_Z3b�V�SC´µ@Γ(R) �@3b")�|a.
��&��c��R�SC´µ@Γ(R)�dA3»�L,3; �+��fu�, ����
�SC´µ@��8���@���g�G<; ��w§�R»�R���n�R[x]�x
·[Z�R[[x]]�SC´µ@")�6a, �cV��dA3»P±»�-»©;Z»�
Z�x�L,'%,�|a.

16:00—16:40
&X�:º£

eqBjÁRepresentations of Quiver over Artin Rings

eq�Á�¦9

eq¯�ÁGiven a unitary Artin ring R and a finite acyclic quiver Q, let RQ be the path 
ring of Q over R. Then Gorenstein-projective RQ-modules are exactly the separated 
monic representations of Q over R which satisfy the local Gorenstein-projective 
condition. As an application, if R is a selfinjective ring, then RQ-module X is 
Gorenstein-projective if and only if X is a separated monic representation. If R is a 
commutative uniserial ring of length 2 (here it means that as a regular module R is 
uniserial with length 2 ), let 0\neq a\in rad R, our main result says that there is a full 
functor H: smon(Q, R) \to mod \bar{R}Q which induces a bijection between the 
indecomposable non-projetive Gorenstein-projective RQ-modules and the 
indecomposable \bar{R}Q-modules where \bar{R}=R/Ra.

16:50—17:00 =E(�¦9)»c®E�


